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bulldogbulldog
(noun)

1. A bulldogbulldog is a muscular, heavy-boned
dog with a wide chest, a lower jaw that
protrudes, and a flat, wrinkled face.

2. The English bulldogbulldog, the oldest of the
bulldogbulldog breeds, has bowed legs and a
large head.

3. A bulldogbulldog generally has a gentle
temperament but is known to be
stubborn.

cookiecookie
(noun)

1. A cookiecookie is a sweet, baked treat
that is small, flat, round, and
made of dough.

2. A cookiecookie is a kind of sweet food.

3. I made my dad a chocolate chip
cookiecookie for his birthday.

footballfootball
(noun)

1. Players score points in footballfootball
when they make a touchdown or
field goal.

2. You can watch professional
footballfootball on TV in the fall.

3. FootballFootball is played on a field with
a leather ball that is pointed on
both ends.
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fullfull
(adjective)

1. When your stomach is fullfull, you
cannot put more in it.

2. Danny's fullfull stocking and Micki's
bursting stocking were both
stuffed with candy and little
games.

3. A fullfull bucket is not empty.

puddingpudding
(noun)

1. One type of puddingpudding is a creamy
dessert made of milk, sugar, and
another food that makes it thick.

2. A type of puddingpudding common in
the United Kingdom is a spicy or
salty main dish with a texture
similar to cake.

3. What is your favorite kind of
puddingpudding?

pushpush
(verb)

1. I had to pushpush  my bike up the
steep hill.

2. To pushpush  means to move
something away by using pressure
or force.

3. PushPush  is the opposite of pull.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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bulldogbulldog

a muscular, heavy-boned
dog originally bred to
control wild bulls and

pigs
(noun)

cookiecookie
a baked treat, often

small, flat, and round,
made from sweet dough

(noun)

footballfootball
an American game

played by two teams with
an oval ball on a field

(noun)



fullfull
holding or showing as

much as possible
(adjective)

puddingpudding
a sweet, smooth, creamy

dessert
(noun)

pushpush
to use force to move

something away
(verb)
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

jumped  cold  dance  track small animals

pepperoni  sour

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. BulldogBulldog is to control livestock ...as... beaglebeagle  is to 

2. FullFull  is to empty ...as... hothot is to 

3. CookieCookie  is to sweet ...as... lemonlemon is to 

4. FootballFootball  is to sport ...as... tangotango is to 

.

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

dance  pepperoni  track small animals  sour

jumped  cold

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

5. PuddingPudding is to chocolate ...as... pizzapizza  is to 

6. PushPush is to pushed ...as... jumpjump is to 

.

.
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Name:Name:   

full  pudding  push  cookie  bulldog  football

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. The ball used in  is shaped like an oval with a point at
each end.

2. After dinner, I sometimes have a  for dessert.

3. A  is a muscular, heavy-boned, flat-faced dog that can be
stubborn.

4. If you use every page in your notebook, it will be .
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Name:Name:   

push  full  pudding  cookie  football  bulldog

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

5. If you  on a ball, it will roll away from you.

6. My favorite dessert is creamy, lemon .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. A bulldogbulldog was originally bred to .

2. Each team in footballfootball  has .

3. My favorite puddingpudding is .

4. She feels fullfull  because she ate .

5. You should not pushpush .

6. My favorite kind of cookiecookie  is .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. The face of a bulldog is 
.

2. You probably eat a cookie
for .

3. The ball used in football is 
.

4. The opposite of full is 
.

5.  is not a type of
dessert pudding.

a long and wrinkled
b long and smooth
c flat and wrinkled

a breakfast
b dessert
c supper

a round
b pointed on two ends
c tiny

a empire
b empty
c employ

a Barbecued
b Vanilla
c Chocolate

6. To push something, you 
.

a make it bigger
b change it
c put force on it
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bulldog
Place

picture
here.

cookie

football



full

pudding

push


